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   Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields: War Crimes Unpunished
was a follow-up to Channel 4’s Sri Lanka’s Killing
Fields documentary shown in June 2011.
   Presented by Jon Snow, it showed further horrific
scenes of the closing days of the campaign against the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and the
thousands of civilians caught up in it.
   The Sri Lankan government produced its response to
the original charges made by Channel 4 2011
documentary of war crimes carried out in the closing
stages of the campaign against the LTTE. It produced a
report at the end of last year, “The Lessons Learnt and
Reconciliation Commission (LLRC)”.
   Snow said that while the report conceded a large
number of civilians had died and expressed concern
about a large number of Tamils detained at that time
who have now disappeared, it failed to answer any of
the charges of war crimes made against Sri Lankan
forces. It also denies that any civilians were
deliberately targeted and did not hold anyone to
account.
   Case histories were used to show that war crimes had
been committed and that responsibility lay with the
government and the armed forces.
   In January 2009, a no-fire zone was established
within the rapidly shrinking area of LTTE control, to
which civilians fled. United Nations representatives on
the ground set up a bunker within the no-fire zone and
the coordinates were sent to the Sri Lankan government
so army shell fire could be directed away from it.
   Over the next few days, shells continued to rain down
on the bunker, leading to carnage. A confidential
internal UN report cited by the programme stated, “The
probability of shellfire originating from government of
Sri Lanka forces is considered 100 percent.”
   Eventually, after personnel in the bunker contacted

UN and Australian representatives in Colombo
pleading for them to pass the coordinates to the Sri
Lankan heads of armed forces, the shelling was
diverted slightly to avoid the bunkers but still fell
within the no-fire zone. This showed the shelling
originated from government forces and that they must
have been aware of its murderous impact.
   Civilians fled the no-fire zone and headed for a
second smaller one declared by the Sri Lankan
government on February 12, on a long narrow piece of
land adjacent to the ocean. Three-hundred thousand
civilians set up camp there.
   In its second case history, the programme accused the
Sri Lankan government of denying food and medicine
to hundreds of thousands of trapped civilians by
deliberately downplaying the numbers caught in the
second declared no-fire zone. A cable from the US
embassy in Colombo in April 2009, posted on
WikiLeaks, showed the Sri Lankan government
estimate of civilians left in the LTTE controlled area to
be 60,000. Yet the United States and UN, using
evidence from satellite pictures and other methods, put
the true figure at several hundred thousand. The Sri
Lankan government had drones in the area and must
have been aware of the number of civilians.
   The small amounts of food and medicine allowed into
the area contributed to a huge humanitarian crisis. The
deliberate restricting of food and medical supplies to
civilians within a war zone is a war crime. The Channel
4 footage showed malnourished refugees and people
with horrific wounds that had to be left untreated.
   The original 2011 Channel 4 documentary showed
footage of Sri Lankan soldiers executing naked and
bound LTTE soldiers in the final days of the war. The
footage had been taken by the soldiers as trophy videos
on their mobile phones. It was independently verified,
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yet Sri Lankan authorities accused Channel 4 of faking
the footage.
   The current documentary explained that the LLRC
did touch on these executions, but came to no
conclusions. Last month, the army announced that an
inquiry would take place, run by the army rather than
an independent body.
   The final case history showed new and shocking
footage of executions by the army, with responsibility
going to the top of the chain of command. Footage
included the execution of the 12-year-old son of the
LTTE leader, Velupillai Prabhakaran. A sworn affidavit
taken from a senior Sri Lankan officer explains how the
boy was sent along with five LTTE bodyguards to
surrender to the Sri Lankan military. He was
interrogated to get information on the whereabouts of
his father. The affidavit finishes with the officer saying
he subsequently learned the boy and the five
bodyguards were dead.
   The footage showed the bodyguards dead on the
ground, apparently shot after being bound as in the
previous footage of executions. Channel 4 again got the
footage independently verified. The footage showing
the dead boy was examined by an independent forensic
pathologist. He concluded the boy had initially been
shot at close range, standing in front of the soldier who
fired the shot, which was near his heart. The pathologist
explained that the subsequent wounds on the body must
have been inflicted as the boy lay on the ground on his
back. He described the boy’s death as a murder.
   The next day, the body of Prabhakaran himself was
displayed on television. The documentary analysed the
footage of the head wound suffered by Prabhakaran and
concluded his death was also the result of an execution,
rather than a wound suffered in combat.
   The widespread pattern of the executions involving
being bound and shot in the back of the head suggests a
policy directed from above, rather than the actions of
rogue soldiers.
   The conflict finally ended on May 19. The
programme showed how the West was prepared to
accept at face value assurances by the Sri Lankan
government and to turn a blind eye while it finished off
the LTTE. Then-UK foreign secretary David Miliband
met with his Sri Lankan counterpart on April 29, 2009,
while the army was carrying out its murderous
operation. A leaked cable from the US embassy in

Colombo to Washington quoted Miliband describing
the Sri Lankan government as liars in its statements
regarding the deaths and sufferings of civilians caught
up in the war zone.
   In a keynote speech—written for him by UK public
relations firm Bell and Pottinger—at the UN in New
York following the end of the war, Sri Lankan
president Mahinda Rajapakse was well received. He
warned the international community to keep out of Sri
Lanka’s business.
   Rajapakse can rest easy, knowing Sri Lanka’s
strategic importance for the US in its ongoing war
preparations for a future conflict with China will
provide all the diplomatic cover he will need.
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